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In the past, Ron Brown,
Mission Nebraska co-founder

Johnny Carson Theatre

worship

leader, led the worship.
Over 1,300 people packed the

and former receivers coach at the
University of Nebraska, ran onto

the field at Memorial Stadium
with the football team to 76,000
people cheering wildly and wondered if Christians in Nebraska
would care as much or more
about praising Jesus Christ if
they had a chance.

in

Norfolk. Even after all the seats
were full, people flooded the theatre. They sat in the aisles and
anywhere else they could find
because, according to Brown,
God was at work and they wanted to praise him.

"It was an incredible night,"
Brown said. "I've preached all

over the state for l8 years and I
don't think I've ever experienced
an evening like that. The posture
of the evening was truly Jesuscentered. In a lot of speaking
engagements, there is a celebrity
mentality. There's an entertainment or consumer approach.
There was none of that."

On May 29, when Jesus

Nation stopped in North Platte,

city of

a

approximately 23,000

people, more than 3,000 people
showed up for the event.
Brown believes that people in
Nebraska are responding to the
tour for two reasons: Mission

Nebraska supporters started
praying for the tour before it
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Now he has a chance to find
out. In July, Jesus Nation, a
Mission Nebraska rally which
encourages Christians to publicly
proclaim the_ir faith, will be coming to Omaha.
ln February, Mission Nebraska

kicked off their Jesus Nation tour

in Norfolk. a city of

approximately 24,O00 people. Brown
challenged believers to go public
with their faith. Stan Parker, co-

founder

of Mission

Nebraska,

called .believers to unity in
Christ. And Joe Horness. a for-

even began and, Brown believes,
people are responding to the
name.
"At the very conception of this

thing, we were challenged about
what we were going to call it,"
Brown said. "The temptation is
to get a name that people can

identify with and won't

be

offended by. Then we came up
with Jesrrs Nation. We felt like
God was scaling back on man's

approval and said, 'Look, this
thing is about me. So, just call it
what it is. You may offend some
people. My name alone offends
people. But don't worry about
,numbers. Just be faithful."'

The next stop for the

Jesus

Nation tour is July 30 from 6 -8
p.m. at Rosenblatt Stadium-a
venue with 24,000 seats.

"I can't think of a venue in the
history of the state of Nebraska
where there have been that many
Christians together for any one
thing," Brown said.

Brown believes that such

a

large venue will be a good way
to find out how serious believers
in the most populous portion of
the state are about their faith.

"The Jesus Nation tour is a
barometer reading about where
our love for Jesus Christ really
is,'* Brown said. "I think that a
pretty accurate barometer for the
state of Nebraska with Husker

football games has been
revealed. I think we can accurately say that people love that

opportunity. Now what

is

the

barometer of love, of passion,

of

commitment, that we have for
Jesus Christ?"

Brown hopes

to bring the

Jesus Nation tour to Memorial

Stadium in 2006, but for right

now he believes that God

is

preparing the hearts of
Nebraskans as they attend the

various tour stops around the
state.

There are many opportunities

to help with the Rosenblatt

event, such as being responsible
for ticket sales in your church or

taking banners to churches in
your community. For more infor-

mation

or for tickets,
f

wwwjesusnation.org.

visit

